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(57) ABSTRACT 

Correspondence Address: _ _ _ _ _ 

HARRIS J_ G AL ATAN Umque application of ex1st1ng technology Where a poker 
15 VIA BELMONTE tournament is displayed to an audience using a tournament 
RANCHO SANTA MARG, CA 92688 (Us) table having stations for receiving information about each 

player’s doWn or hole card(s) through the use of non 
(21) App1_ NO; 11/220,061 electronic-optical means. Speci?cally through the use of 

Radio Frequency lDenti?cation (RFID) tags embedded 
(22) Filed; Sep_ 6, 2005 Within or printed upon the playing cards. 
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Block Diagram of the Information Generated by the Apparatus and its Intera'ction with 
Other Display Devices 
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RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION (RFID) 
POKER TABLE 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

[0001] The presentation or exhibition of a card tourna 
ment, particularly a poker tournament, heretofore, card 
tournament, is an extremely popular spectator event. Live 
tournaments are often taped for later broadcast (via televi 
sion, intemet, and other media). Card tournaments have 
gained in popularity With the application of methods to 
display to the audience the “doWn cards” of the players. This 
alloWs spectators to observe strategy and better understand 
the progress of the game. 

[0002] HoWever, the currently utiliZed methods for dis 
playing “doWn cards” have several drawbacks Which inter 
fere With the ability of spectators to obtain and observe 
information. Current methods utiliZe electronic-optical 
means to vieW doWn cards via “lipstick” cameras placed 
along the inside edge of the table, or by “under table/through 
table” cameras placed underneath the table With the cameras 
observing the “doWn cards” through a clear pane of glass or 
plastic. Both these methods require players to place their 
“doWn cards” in speci?c locations in order to alloW the 
cameras to obtain an adequate image. These images can be 
obscured by items placed on the table, such as chips, card 
caps, or anything else a player may have near his cards. 
Furthermore, a player may “cup” or “cover” his cards While 
looking at the cards Which can reduce the light available for 
the electronic-optical image. Lastly, a player may intention 
ally or accidentally forget to expose their cards to the 
camera, resulting in no image What-so-ever. 

[0003] RFID stands for Radio-Frequency IDenti?cation. 
The acronym refers to small electronic devices that consist 
of a small chip and an antenna. The RFID device serves the 
same purpose as a bar code or a magnetic strip on the back 
of a credit card; it provides a unique identi?er for that object. 
In this case, the identi?er can be the rank and suit of any 
playing card as Well as a method to differentiate one deck of 
cards from another. 

[0004] Just as a bar code or magnetic strip must be 
scanned to get the information, the RFID device must be 
scanned to retrieve the identifying information. A radio 
frequency identi?cation system has three parts: 

[0005] A scanning antenna 

[0006] A transceiver With a decoder to interpret the data 

[0007] A transponderithe radio-frequency tagithat 
has been programmed With information 

[0008] The scanning antenna puts out radio-frequency 
signals in a relatively short range. The RF radiation does tWo 
things; it provides a means of communicating With the 
transponder tag (the RFID chip) and (in the case of passive 
RFID tags) it provides the RFID device With the energy to 
communicate. The RFID tags are extremely small and can 
either be embedded Within a standard playing card or even 
printed upon a card With no noticeable change to the siZe or 
‘feel’ of the card. The scanning antennas can be af?xed to a 
surface, such as underneath a poker table, and can take 
Whatever shape is needed. When an RFID tag passes through 
the ?eld of the scanning antenna, it detects the activation 
signal from the antenna. 
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[0009] That “Wakes up” the RFID chip, and it transmits 
the information on its microchip to be picked up by the 
scanning antenna. 

[0010] “Rabbit Hunting” or “To Rabbit Hunt” are terms 
commonly used by poker players and refers to a desire to 
have the dealer expose community cards that Would have 
come out after the action of the current hand has ended. It 
alloWs players to knoW ‘What Would have happened’ if a 
hand Was played to a ?nal ‘shoWdoWn’. Generally speaking, 
rabbit hunting is not alloWed during tournaments, but it is 
often information desired by the audience. 

[0011] It is therefore an object of the present invention to 
provide an apparatus and method to obtain “doWn card” 
information of a card tournament in a manner that the 
audience, but not the players, can observe the unseen cards, 
including rabbit hunting, through the use of RFID tags, 
eliminating many of the draWbacks of electronic-optical 
means. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0012] In accordance With the invention there is provided 
an apparatus and a method to obtain real time information 
about the “doWn cards” of a card tournament for exhibition 
to an audience. The apparatus includes a playing table 
having a plurality of playing positions, a deck of playing 
cards With passive RFID tags embedded Within or imprinted 
upon each card, each playing position having a RFID 
antenna/transceiver to identify the cards placed face doWn at 
the table, a separate location for rabbit hunting of un-played 
cards, an apparatus to transmit the information collected by 
the RFID antenna/transceiver to other devices for display. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0013] FIG. 1 is an under-table vieW incorporating appa 
ratus in accordance With the present invention. 

[0014] FIG. 2 is an overhead vieW of the table of FIG. 1. 

[0015] FIG. 3 is an enlarged perspective of the RFID 
antenna/transceiver 

[0016] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of the information 
generated by the apparatus and its interaction With other 
display devices. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

[0017] In accordance With the invention there is provided 
an apparatus and a method to obtain real time information 
about the “doWn cards” of a card tournament for exhibition 
to an audience. The apparatus includes a playing table 
having a plurality of playing positions, a deck of playing 
cards With passive RFID tags embedded Within or imprinted 
upon each card, each playing position having a RFID 
antenna/transceiver to identify the cards placed face doWn at 
the station, a separate station for rabbit hunting of un-played 
cards, an apparatus to transmit the information collected by 
the RFID antenna/transceiver to other devices for display. 

[0018] It is assumed that play of the card tournament takes 
place in a controlled environment Where measures are taken 
to prevent players from receiving messages from outside the 
room and Where radio signals that might interfere With the 
RFID antenna/transceiver are prevented. 
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[0019] The playing cards (1 of FIG. 1) consists of a 52 
playing card deck used for poker tournaments. The deck is 
divided into 4 suits (commonly referred to as Spades, 
Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds). Each suit contacts 13 ranks of 
cards (numbers 2 through 10, Jack, Queen, King, Ace). The 
deck may also contain additional cards such as one or more 
Jokers that are used in certain variations of the game. Each 
playing card has a passive RFID tag either embedded into 
the card or printed directly onto the card. This RFID tag 
contains information that uniquely identi?es that card, What 
deck of cards it belongs to, its suit and rank. 

[0020] The table (6 of FIG. 1) is con?gured for seven 
players, but a greater or lesser number can be accommodated 
by re-con?guring the table. The table includes positions Ato 
G at Which the players are to be seated. Additionally position 
X is available for an optional, non-playing dealer. Each 
position is provided With a REID-reading RFID antenna/ 
transceiver base hereafter referred to as a BASE (2 of FIG. 

1). 
[0021] Each BASE (2 of FIG. 1) contains an antenna (2(a) 
of FIG. 3), transceiver (2(b) of FIG. 3) and a poWer source 
(2(0) of FIG. 3). While the antenna is shoWn as a trapezoidal 
shape in the illustration, the antenna can be any shape 
necessary to meet the speci?c con?guration of a given table. 
The poWer source can be either battery poWered or hard 
Wired electrical. The transceiver receives “doWn card” infor 
mation through radio Waves (Wireless) and can communicate 
that information to a central receiving unit (3 of FIG. 1) via 
either Wireless or hard-Wired communication. The central 
receiving unit stores all information received from the each 
BASE in addition to time-code information to identify each 
speci?c hand. This information is then transferred through 
hard-Wired or Wireless communication (4 of FIG. 1) to other 
display units (5 of FIG. 1) for further vieWing or editing. 

[0022] The scanning area of the BASE is localiZed to a 
small area of the table (7a-7g of FIG. 2) so one player’s 
“doWn cards” are not received by another BASE, nor Will 
they interfere With (8 of FIG. 2) the area reserved for 
community cards in play during a hand. The “Rabbit Hole” 
(2(x) of FIG. 1) operates in the same manner of all other 
BASE locations, but is reserved for the non-playing dealer 
to “rabbit hunt”. This is achieved by having the dealer place 
the appropriate cards over the “rabbit hole” area (7x of FIG. 

2). 
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[0023] The pentagon shapes shoWn for 7a-7g and 7x do 
not represent the actual shape of the radio ?eld, but generally 
demonstrate the localiZed range of the RFID antenna. They 
also represent one of any number of shapes that may be 
printed on to the table top to designate the general area 
Which each player should place his “doWn cards”. 

[0024] FIG. 4 demonstrates hoW the information collected 
(9 of FIG. 4) by each BASE and stored in the central 
receiving unit is time synchronized (10 of FIG. 4) to 
accurately track each played hand. That information can 
then be combined With other optical/video or graphic infor 
mation (12 of FIG. 4) edited (11 of FIG. 4) in a manner 
commonly used for broadcasting of poker tournaments. 

[0025] While there has been here described What is 
believed to be a preferred embodiment of the invention, 
those skilled in the art Will recogniZe that modi?cation may 
be made thereto Without departing from the spirit of the 
invention and its indented claim. All such modi?cations fall 
Within the scope of the invention. 

I claim: 
1. A Way to capture real-time information about a card 

tournament comprising: 

a playing table having a plurality of playing stations. 

a deck of playing cards With ranks and suits used for 
playing the range of games commonly referred to as 
poker, each card containing a unique passive RFID tag 
embedded Within or imprinted upon each playing card. 

a RFID antenna/transceiver at each of said playing sta 
tions With the ability to receive and send information 
about the said playing cards. 

2. A method of using apparatus as speci?ed in claim 1 to 
read said playing card information to ‘rabbit hunt’, or vieW 
playing cards not dealt during a hand but Which may have 
had an impact on the result of any played hand had those 
unseen cards been exposed. 

3. Apparatus as speci?ed in claim 1 Wherein said card 
reading information is transmitted to other devices for 
display. 


